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Candyshock is the light of L10, 
the Italian company that supplies 
coolness all over the world.
We consider it the handkerchief in our 
pocket, the precious texture on the 
porcelain plate, it’s when you see Mars 
when staring at the starry sky.

Candyshock was conceived during 
a trip to Hong Kong in 2019. We were 
travelers in a foreign country, where 
we barely knew the language but were 
eager to discover innovations (and eat 
noodles). Every night we explored the 
city until we fell in love with a neon sign 
outside a restaurant. Nobody knew 
what it meant, but we wondered if the 
restaurant, without that detail, would 
have had the same energy. 

And all of a sudden, a flash... 
so to speak!

Why couldn’t we create details too? 
Why couldn’t we create personality pills 
that would change the characteristics 
of an environment with the simple 
movement of the finger: ON - OFF?
That was precise moment we thought 
of Candyshock, we barely mentioned 
it and the name wasn’t this, but the 
energy was the same.
Once in Italy we already had many 
designs in mind; we didn’t want to be 
mainstream, but at the same time we 
wanted to be top of mind for the people 

while getting to know them.

Candyshock comes into the world, 
the LED sign that believes to be a 
neon: safer, easier and definitely more 
trendy. For us, an empty wall is like 
a canvas waiting to be decorated. 
With Candyshock’s signs you say 
something about yourself without 
speaking, you show your personality 
with a light touch.
Our concept gets straight to people’s 
hearts, so much so that while the signs 
were still under development, the first 
orders had already arrived. 
Now it’s a still growing reality, ready to 
enlighten people’s lives with style and 
eccentricity.
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For Candy Shock lights we use a spe-
cial silicone LED tube and a shaped 
plexiglass panel as a support. Unlike 
neon lights, they are not made of 
glass, they don’t contain gas or mer-
cury, they don’t produce heat, don’t 
emit nor contain harmful substances 
and are maintenance free.

We only use high quality materials 
that comply with industry standards. 
All our products are handmade, safe 
for children, cheaper and more eco-
logical than traditional neon lights. 
They are already equipped with holes 
for quick assembly, they are resistant 
and easy to clean. Therefore, you can 
place your neon anywhere you want, 
without worries!

Blank walls are like a can-
vas waiting to be decora-
ted: with Candy Shock li-
ghts you can make the 
most out of your empty wall 
space. Make your favorite 
neon centerpiece or crea-
te beautiful compositions 
with paintings, photos and 
objects to make your room 
unique, bright and colorful!

MATERIAL

THESE

ARE



6mm semi-transparent
colored silicone tube

hight quality LED light strip

FLEXIBLE 
NEON LED

Our high quality flexible neon LED lights 
are different from traditional glass neon lights. 

Each Candy Shock LED is made of:

semi-transparent colored silicone tube
powered by LED light strips

white silicone outer sleeve
transparent plexiglass base  

Colorazioni disponibili Candy Shock:

white silicone outer sleeve
cold 

white

light blue

blue

pink

purple

green

yellow

orange

red

warm 
white

40 cm models 80 cm models
110 cm models



40 CM

FREE STANDING
The free standing signs

have a maximum size of

FREESTANDING

FREESTANDING

FREESTANDING

FREESTANDING

FREESTANDING

FREESTANDING

FREESTANDING

FREESTANDING

FREESTANDING

FREESTANDING

FREESTANDING



flower pot
CS004FP

wine bottle
CS004WB



table lamp
CS004TL

abat-jour
CS004AJ



40 CM

SMALL
SMALLSMALL

SMALLSMALL

SMALLSMALL

SMALLSMALL

SMALLSMALL

SMALLSMALL

SMALLSMALL

SMALLSMALL

SMALLSMALL

SMALLSMALL

SMALLSMALL

SMALLSMALL

They are powered by a 2 meter long 5V USB 
cable, included in the package.

The small signs
have a maximum size of



cloud
CS001CD 

paper plane
CS001PP



sparkle
CS001SP 

hanger
CS001HA

amour
CS001AM



rainbow
CS001RA

avocado
CS001AV

japanese wave
CS001JW



small heart
CS001HT - 8055002392563

eye
CS001EY - 8055a002392549

Explore a world of details that catch the eye and light up the heart.



ciao bella
CS001CB - 8055002392334

oh la la
CS001OL - 8055002392341

biting lips
CS001BL - 8055002392976

The LED sign that creates an intimate atmosphere in your perfect space.

Let yourself be transported to a world where your personality reigns.



star
CS001ST - 8055002392945

cat
CS001CA - 8055002392136



bolt
CS001BO - 8055002392983

play
CS001PL - 8055002392099

joystick
CS001JS - 8055002392440



Imagine being able to light up some moments of your life.

What do you choose to frame?

frame
CS001FR - 8055002391825

circle
CS001CI - 8055002391832

internal 
frame size
24 x 34 cm

internal 
frame size
Ø34 cm



small shoe
CS001SS - 8055002392228

fire
CS001FI - 8055002392938

victory 
CS001VI - 8055002392488



red wine
CS001RW - 8055002392242

champagne
CS001CH - 8055002392242

nyc
CS001NY - 8055002392143

Hopes, lights, open late bars.

A city that doesn’t need to sleep, but asks for just another round.

Martini or Cosmopolitan?



donut
CS001DO - 8055002392457

ice cream
CS001IC - 8055002392464

Have you ever realized that an ice cream or a donut

can solve any situation?



inverted commas
CS001IN - 8055002392679

chill
CS001CL - 8055002392327

pizza 
CS001PZ - 8055002392471

Peace of mind, few words, little things that talk about you.

Share your emotions.



shhh
CS001SH - 8055002392105

cactus
CS001CT - 8055002392686

leaf
CS001LE - 8055002392433



MEDIUMEDIUM

MEDIUMEDIUM

MEDIUMEDIUM

MEDIUMEDIUM

MEDIUMEDIUM

MEDIUMEDIUM

MEDIUMEDIUM

MEDIUMEDIUM

MEDIUMEDIUM

MEDIUMEDIUM

MEDIUMEDIUM

MEDIUMEDIUM

80 CM

MEDIUM
They are powerd by a 12V transformer with a 2 

meter cable, included in the package.

The medium signs
have a maximum size of



mr&mrs
CS002MM

stairs
CS002ST



game room
CS002GR

spritz
CS002SP

let’s party
CS002LP



mirror
CS002MR - 8055002391979

you glow girl
CS002GG - 8055002392204

Smiling in the mirror and loving yourself: 

the best way to start the love story of your life.



back
CS002BA - 8055002392365

together
CS002TO - 8055002391818

please be naked
CS002PN - 8055002392211

The truly special moments are those that stay untold.



gin tonic
CS002GT - 8055002392181

pop the prosecco
CS002PP - 8055002392389

You know what they say: whoever drinks only water has a secret to hide.

What secrets do you have?



all u need
CS002AL - 8055002391856

legs
CS002LE - 8055002392204

la vie est belle
CS002VB - 8055002391962



big shoe
CS002SH - 8055002392235

player
CS002BP - 8055002392372

Talent is not enough to win. It takes hard work, training, sacrifice... and even a Candyshock 

that remembers you why you started!



tokyo
CS002TK - 8055002392174

los angeles
CS002LA - 8055002391795

miami
CS002MI - 8055002391801



around
CS002WG - 8055002391849

hi
CS002HI - 8055002392198

Let go of anything you cannot change and focus on 

what can change your destiny. 

What if it all started with a “hello”?



paris
CS002PA - 8055002392150

london
CS002LO - 8055002392167

Is traveling part of your lifestyle? Let Candyshock speak for you. 

Tell us where you left a piece of your heart.



LARGELARGE

LARGELARGE

LARGELARGE

LARGELARGE

LARGELARGE

LARGELARGE

LARGELARGE

LARGELARGE

LARGELARGE

LARGELARGE

LARGELARGE

110 CM

LARGE
They are powered by a 12V transformer with a 2 

meter cable, included in the package.

The large signs
have a maximum size of



nyc skyline
CS003NS - 8055002391993

london skyline
CS003LS - 8055002391986

The elegance of a city illuminated at night, the energy and tranquility that coexist under the same roof. 

Free your thoughts with Candyshock.



FREE STANDING

wine bottle
CS004WB

flowerpot
CS004FP

abat-jour
CS004AJ

! NEW !

table lamp
CS004TL



SMALL - 40CM

hanger
CS001HA

cloud
CS001CD

sparkle
CS001SP

paper plane
CS001PP

rainbow
CS001RA

avocado
CS001AV

amour
CS001AM

japanese wave
CS001JW

! NEW !



SMALL - 40CM

small heart
CS001HT - 8055002392563

eye
CS001EY - 8055002392549

ciao bella
CS001CB - 8055002392334

oh la la
CS001OL - 8055002392341

biting lips
CS001BL - 8055002392976

star
CS001ST - 8055002392945

cat
CS001CA - 8055002392136

play
CS001PL - 8055002392099

joystick
CS001JS - 8055002392440

small shoe
CS001SS - 8055002392228

fire
CS001FI - 8055002392938



SMALL - 40CM

frame
CS001FR - 8055002391825

circle
CS001CI - 8055002391832

red wine
CS001RW - 8055002392242

champagne
CS001CH - 8055002392242

nyc
CS001NY - 8055002392143

inverted commas
CS001IN - 8055002392679

chill
CS001CL - 8055002392327

pizza 
CS001PZ - 8055002392471

shhh
CS001SH - 8055002392105

cactus
CS001CT - 8055002392686

leaf
CS001LE - 8055002392433

donut
CS001DO - 8055002392457

ice cream
CS001IC - 8055002392464

bolt
CS001BO - 8055002392983

victory 
CS001VI - 8055002392488



let’s party
CS002LP

spritz
CS002SP

game room
CS001GR

mr&mrs
CS002MM

stairs
CS001ST

! NEW !MEDIUM - 80CM



MEDIUM - 80CM

mirror
CS002MR - 8055002391979

you glow girl
CS002GG - 8055002392204

back
CS002BA - 8055002392365

together
CS002TO - 8055002391818

please be naked
CS002PN - 8055002392211

all u need
CS002AL - 8055002391856

legs
CS002LE - 8055002392204

la vie est belle
CS002VB - 8055002391962

around
CS002WG - 8055002391849

gin tonic
CS002GT - 8055002392181

pop the prosecco
CS002PP - 8055002392389

big shoe
CS002SH - 8055002392235

player
CS002BP - 8055002392372



MEDIUM - 80CM

hi
CS002HI - 8055002392198

paris
CS002PA - 8055002392150

london
CS002LO - 8055002392167

tokyo
CS002TK - 8055002392174

los angeles
CS002LA - 8055002391795

miami
CS002MI - 8055002391801



LARGE - 110CM

nyc skyline
CS003NS - 8055002391993

london skyline
CS003LS - 8055002391986



PACKAGING
PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

The packaging is in cardboard material and is available 
in 5 different sizes, depending on the size of the product:

• 42 x 32 x 7 cm
• 42 x 42 x 7 cm
• 83 x 43 x 7 cm
• 83 x 83 x 7 cm
• 114 x 41 x 7 cm



CUSTOM CUSTOM

CUSTOM CUSTOM

CUSTOM CUSTOM

CUSTOM CUSTOM

CUSTOM CUSTOM

CUSTOM CUSTOM

CUSTOM CUSTOM

CUSTOM CUSTOM

CUSTOM CUSTOM

CUSTOM CUSTOM

CUSTOM CUSTOM

You can request a LED sign with a fully customized design:
think about you logo, a symbol or a sentence that repre-
sents you, we’ll create it for you in the colors, fonts and si-
zes you prefer!

CUSTOMIZED
SIGNS



Candy Shock is a brand property of L10 Srl
info@L10brand.com


